IFB 18-71 Athletic Training Equipment Supplies

1) If there are terms and conditions Vendor may not be able to agree to will Rowan University (the “University”) consider exceptions to terms and conditions?

   A. The University reserves the right to reject conditional bids.

2) Specifically, if there are insurance requirements that Vendor may not be able to agree to will the University consider exceptions to insurance terms and conditions?

   A. Advise now regarding what they can’t agree to. We may not be able to agree

3) Would a vendor’s use of self/captive insurance be deemed to satisfy the insurance requirements of the resulting contract?

   4) A. Assuming the coverage types and limits requested are met, the self-insurance or captive program would need to be a formal regulated program maintaining adequate reserves and financial stability as certified by actuarial analysis performed on an annual or more frequent basis. The programs must be authorized to do business in New Jersey.

5) Could you please provide a copy of the “Affirmative Action Mandatory Language Exhibit B” form that is listed as #8 in the required documents on page 3 of the bid? I was unable to locate it on the University’s website.

   A. Exhibit B is not required. The bid will be updated.

6) Is the “Rowan University Minority, Female & Small Business Contractors” form that is listed as #9 in the required documents on page 3 applicable to this bid? It states that it is for construction projects.

   A. This is required.

7) Can you confirm if Section X. “VENDOR PERSONNEL” on page 8 is applicable to this bid and resulting contract since it is just for supply of goods and not a service contract?

   A. While this bid will most likely not require vendor personnel on campus, this language must be in the bid if there is a possibility of vendors on campus.

If you submitted questions to bids@rowan.edu by the due date indicated in the bid document, but they were not received and answered here, please contact:
Alicia Gannon
Office of Contracting & Procurement
gannon@rowan.edu
856.256.5175